Active Directory Implementation

Active Directory Implementation Overview

The Active Directory Implementation will provide everything you need to get started with your move to a Microsoft Identity Management solution, whether it is from an older version of Active Directory or a competing platform such as Novell eDirectory. Through a multi-day engagement, Insight will provide knowledge transfer on Active Directory design considerations, demonstrations of upgrade/migration tools and techniques, as well as staffing/time requirements.

The Microsoft Active Directory solution has matured and morphed to a high caliber business ready infrastructure solution requiring proper implementation of the technology. Experts certified and trained in the new technology is paramount to implement Active Directory in a timely and well-planned fashion. Active Directory is a platform that will act as a core Infrastructure service that many other services and applications will rely on. Successful, scalable, flexible and stable are all features that require strong expert implementation knowledge.

Our Proven Methodology

The Insight Professional Services team of experienced Microsoft Active Directory and Identity Management Consultants are trained and ready to deliver outstanding effort and success using proven Microsoft Best Practices Methodology. All Insight consultants are Microsoft Certified Professionals (MCP) with specialization and competencies in Microsoft Active Directory Collaboration solutions. Insight has the necessary analysis skills specified by Microsoft for proper design and planning for the rollout.

At the end of the engagement, you will receive a detailed report documenting the engagement summary. The report will also include the high-level Active Directory design and a project plan mapping out the tasks and timelines for the implementation and ongoing management.

Activities include:

- A preflight/kick off call
- Project scoping call
- Detailed SOW creation
- Detailed project plan creation
- Engagement and delivery
- Knowledge transfer
- Project Wrap up

Insight Implementation benefits include:

- Accelerated implementation process for Active Directory through proven methodology, expertise and process
- Providing a path and strategy for implementation including a full Microsoft Project Plan
- Introducing IT staff to the tools available to assist in Active Directory implementation
- Bringing IT together for knowledge transfer leveraging the collective knowledge